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Why the new *online*MTA?

- OIP-ISR reviews approximately 1,000 Material Transfer Agreements each year.

- This number is double what it was four years ago, and the number of transactions is expected to continue to rise in future years.

→ *online*MTA makes the process for *submitting* material transfer requests more **EFFICIENT** for PIs and their staff.

→ *online*MTA also makes the review *process* more **EFFICIENT** for OIP-ISR and thereby allows us to provide quicker turnaround time.
Overview of onlineMTA

- onlineMTA is an electronic “workspace” for management of Material Transfer Agreements.

- onlineMTA Features:
  - Web-based Material Transfer Request “smartform.”
  - Tracking of MTA status: smartform submission, MTA review, negotiation, and finalization.
  - Automatic email notifications to PIs and campus entities (e.g. ESCRO and EH & S).
  - Access Material Transfer Agreements from FY2010 on.
Live Demo of onlineMTA smartform

- UCLA PI Dr. Joe Bruin is requesting Material from USC

- Dr. Bruin would like to obtain the Material “Kryptonite” from Dr. Tommy Trojan for research involving knock-out super mice

- Dr. Bruin has asked his administrative assistant to complete the onlineMTA smartform for this transfer of Material.
Logging in to onlineMTA

→ Access onlineMTA from OIP-ISR website

→ Login with your UCLA Logon ID
Launch Details

Launch Timeframe: Mid Dec 2009

User Access: UCLA Logon ID
- [https://logon.ucla.edu/](https://logon.ucla.edu/)

Training
- PI training course November 19, 2009
- Contact MTA team for schedule of additional On Campus PI & Staff Training Classes

Once launched, the paper form will NOT be accepted

Questions: [uclamta@research.ucla.edu](mailto:uclamta@research.ucla.edu)
Thank You!

Q & A